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Chinese contemporary famous authoress who called Can Xue play an 
outstanding role in the Chinese contemporary literary world with her unique writing 
style and extraordinary creativity. Her literary creation is full of fantastic imagination 
and a strong vitality of life. Behind a variety of distinct traits, allegorical writing was 
always hidden is the important basic characteristics of the novels. By the allegorical 
representation and refining, we are able to perspective the philosophy and humanistic 
spirit. This thesis attempts to make an systematic academic exploration in Can Xue’s 
allegorical writing. At the same time, the thesis reviews the context and characteristics 
of Can Xue’s allegorical writing, and also elaborate its presentation and esthetic 
features in detail. Meanwhile, it focus on the unique significance of allegorical writing 
in the process of interpretation. The thesis is divided into seven parts as follows: 
The introduction part roughly outlined research status of Can Xue’s works, 
clarified the theoretical foundation and innovation points, so as to explain its purpose 
and significance.  
The first chapter generally carry out explanation on the definition of allegory. 
After thousands of years of development, the definition of allegory developed from 
the single stylistic concept to such as the writer’s view of the world, the way of 
thinking, the means of narration, the way of interpretation and the category of 
aesthetics, etc. Moreover, this chapter combs the development context of allegorical 
theory, and briefly introduces modern allegory theory like Walter Benjamin’s theory 
of modern fable criticism, Fredric Jameson’ third world national fable theory and Paul 
de Man’s reading fable study.  
The second chapter mainly analyzes the constitutional mechanism of Can Xue’s 
novels, making an in-depth understanding of Can Xue’s allegory world from three 
dimensions of space, time and gender. Spatial dimension divide into four 















representative spatial images and spatial structure in the text. Time dimension is focus 
on the two constitutional characteristics：the recurring of lost time and the college of 
simultaneous time fragments. Gender dimension consists of three aspects:the 
existence of intellectual women, subversion and reconstruction of the traditional 
patriarchal order.  
The third chapter illuminates three typical allegorical images：Sage (prophet, 
grotesque, old adherents), Flaneur, Natural life. These allegorical images are 
important part of Can Xue’s allegorical writing, because they are vivid interpretation 
and visual expression and shows the diversity and aesthetic spirit.  
The fourth chapter discusses the themes of the allegorical novel, which is the 
most significant part of the thesis. It includes four types of theme: salvation fable, 
power fable, humanity fable and survival fable. Multiple themes demonstrates 
powerful functionality and effectiveness of interpretation of the allegory criticism 
theory.  
The fifth chapter illustrates the forms and causes of Can Xue’s allegorical writing. 
The creative way which called automatic writing forms the unique esthetic 
connotation. By explaining the freedom between fiction and imagination, the 
transformation between rationhality and irrationality, the spiritual performance style 
and the meaning deeply buried like black hole, the creational rules and artistic spirit 
are paid close attention.  
The last part is conclusion, which restates the value and significance of Can 
Xue’s allegorical writing. The process of deconstruction not only brings infinite 
proliferation of uncertain art in the meaning space, but also gives us unconventional 
experience. There are a lot of rich treasures to be mined in Can Xue’s allegorical 
writing.  
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绪  论 
1 
绪  论 
第一节  研究现状概述 
残雪，原名邓小华，1953 年 5月 30日生于湖南省长沙市。她在小学毕业之
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